Communications

AWOS-3 ........ 135.425
Tel. .......... 360-376-6045
CTAF ........... 128.25
ASOS at FHR (12.1 SW) ........ 135.675 360-378-849
ATIS at BLI (15.6 E) ........ 134.45
ATIS at CYYJ (20.8 W) .......... 118.8
PCL ................ CTAFL, MIRL, Rwy 16

Services

Fuel ............ 100 LL
(24-hour credit card fuel services)

Notes

Right hand traffic on runway 34. Airport is fenced for wildlife. Watch for deer on runway. Observe noise abatement procedures. Camping on field. Additional transient turf tie downs south of segmented circle. Rwy34 PAPI baffled W of centerline, lateral coverage has been narrowed to avoid obstacles, during decent close alignment to rwy centerline is necessary. Provided by NUW (Whidbey Island NAS) on freq 118.2 for act arriving and departing to the South. APCH/DEP provided by YYJ (Victoria Terminal) on freq. 132.7 for act arriving and departing to the North, 604-586-4560. CLNC DEL: Whidbey APCH for South departures 360-257-2887 and from Victoria Terminal for North departures at 133.95 or 604-586-4561